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2012 OPEN GARDEN
2012 marked the 20th anniversary of the Historic Rose Garden and our celebration kicked
off with a great Open Garden event. Nearly 500 people visited the garden on Saturday.
Volunteers began setting up on Friday and finished with a lovely dinner at the 33rd Street
Bistro. (Fresh crab!)
The photo below shows a large number of visitors waiting for the opening while volunteers scrambled with last-minute tasks. We were kept busy all day with tours, rose sales, a silent auction and
questions about the garden.

CEMETERY ROSE

Although it proved to be a very warm day for mid-April, the roses were at absolute peak for the
event. Volunteers were kept busy all day, spending time with garden visitors. They came from all
over California and outside CA as well. Peggy Martin visited from New Orleans and told the story
of her rose that survived Hurricane Katrina. We now have that rose growing on our fence.
(Continued on page 6)
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SYMPOSIUM TICKETS AVAILABLE
Saturday, October 13 we're holding a day-long symposium at the
California Auto Museum, located at 2200 Front Street. The day
will include lunch and a special surprise in the afternoon. There will
be rose sales and silent and live auctions.
A celebratory dinner will be held at the same venue (separately
priced) that features special guest author and rose expert Stephen
Scanniello.
(Continued on page 7)
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JUDY’S JOTTINGS
You think you’re just going to attend a cemetery
event and perhaps purchase a rose or two for
your garden. When you do, it doesn’t hurt to
sign up for a newsletter telling of activities.
Then you volunteer to help with pruning roses—
one time. Next thing you know, your’e literally
up to your neck in roses—deadheading, pruning, weeding and perhaps you also pull weeds,
plant perennials, set up irrigation, mulch plots,
write articles and help plan events.
You hardly have time to notice that this garden
is important—as a place to find historic roses.
That it’s internationally recognized and is located in a historically appropriate site.
When you catch your breath, you realize that
caring for this garden is important, not just to
rose lovers and historians, but to the community
as well. You find that in the comments and support expressed by visitors. During our twenty
years, this garden has made its mark—on the
rose community and in the Sacramento community and even in the state. It’s a direct result of
the hard work of many, many volunteers. We
should be proud to celebrate our twenty years—
and to plan (and plant) for the next twenty.

Historic rose garden

events:
Deadheading at Dusk
Monday s at 6:30 p.m.
June 4, July 2, August 6 &
September 10
Propagation Class
September 8
Fall Symposium
12--14
October 12
Fall Blooming Tour
November 17

Comments, questions, suggestions,
Judy Eitzen, editor
Verlaine@citlink.net

Roses are red, violets
are blue, I'm schizophrenic, and so am I.
-Oscar Levant
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NOT JUST GARDEN VARIETIES—historic rose garden has
by Anita Clevenger
species roses, too
Most of the roses grown in our garden are complex
hybrids. They are what are known as “cultivars,”1 selected through the efforts of man and propagated
asexually. They are descended from species roses that
grow in the wild. The number of different species is
subject to debate, because there can be slight differences even in roses grown side-by-side from selfpollinated seeds, and even greater
differences depending on local
conditions. Roses can also cross
in the wild, resulting in species
hybrids. However, the general
consensus is that there are fewer
than 150 different species of
roses, all found in the Northern
Hemisphere.
California pioneers and settlers
found several different native species roses and brought other species roses along with them. Fred
Boutin says in Thomas Christopher's book, In Search of Lost
Roses,2 that R. rubiginosa (eglanteria)
“…is found wherever Cornish or Welsh miners settled.” We also find “The Cherokee Rose,” R. laevigata,
a Chinese species rose that is so wide-spread in America's southeast that it was thought to be native.
The Historic Rose Garden has more than twenty species roses, a few of which were collected from historic
sites, the rest added to the collection to help visitors
better understand the genus Rosa. The collection includes roses from three of the four Rosa subgenera.
We do not currently have any Hulthemia, a rose with
red blotches at the base of its petals. Hulthemia has
challenged several rose breeders, including Jack Harkness, Ralph Moore, and Jim Sproul, to use it to develop some interesting new roses. R. minutifolia is
from the subgenera Hesperrhodos, meaning “western
rose.” Native to Baja California and the San Diego

area, this tiny-leaved rose survives on fog drip in its
native coastal mountains. It manages to survive in our
garden, but drops its leaves and looks dead a couple of
times a year. Platyrhodon, aka “the flaky-barked rose,”
has only one species, R. roxburghii. We grow both
'normalis,' with single flowers and huge, prickly hips,
and 'plena,' which blooms all summer long and rarely
sets hips because its flowers are so
double. The rest of the species
roses in our garden are from subgenera Rosa.
Fred Boutin recently gave a talk
about species roses to the Mother
Lode Rose Society. We brought
along examples from our garden to
help illustrate his talk. People enjoyed looking at Bill Grant's photos (Fred used for his talk) and
they crowded around the real
thing. Rose lovers always seem to
enjoy roses they can touch and
smell.
Fred recognized an old friend in R. arkansana
'Peppermint.' This is a great example of a pass-along
plant, for Fred could trace its path from Montana to
New Mexico to Fred's garden. He gave it to Candy
and Dean Craig for their summer home in Colorado,
who brought it back to California to give to Kim
Rupert. He gave it to Jeri Jennings, who gave it to us.
At no point was this rose in the state of Arkansas, and
is in fact, named for the Arkansas River. Originating
in midwest prairies, it is one of the “prairie roses”, often found along railroad right of ways, preferring poor,
rocky soil.
We've discussed adding more species roses to the Historic Rose Garden to further illustrate some of the
main parents of roses in the Garden. Siting these
roses, which tend to be huge and/or suckering, is a
(Continued on page 8)
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ROSE GARDEN MAINTENANCE REPORT by Anita Clevenger
What a bloom we are having this year! Apparently, a dry
winter with chilly nights and warm days, followed by a cool,
wet spring, was just what the rose doctor ordered. Flower
buds set early, and we fretted whether the bloom would be
spent by Open Garden. Then, late March and early April's
damp, chilly weather slowed things down. A burst of heat
just before and during the Open Garden prompted the
flowers to open, with some of the biggest blossoms that we
have seen in our garden. The bloom period went on and
on. If possible, the garden looked even better in the week
after Open Garden.
We took flowers from about thirty roses to the Sacramento
Rose Show on April 28 and 29. We've been doing this for
years, and are always glad to put our roses on display.
We've learned to cut the buds before they are fully open, to
put them into vases before transporting them to the show,
and to be sure to top off the vases with water. Heritage
roses are notorious for drooping their necks and dropping
their petals when cut, but nearly all of the roses held up
very well. We think that the weather caused the roses to be
better hydrated.
Companion plants strutted their stuff this year, too. Chuck
Hatch sowed lupin seeds a couple of years ago, but very
few germinated. Apparently, they need bare dirt rather
than mulch. They also need to be allowed to grow wherever they like, which may mean that the plot where we try
to grow them has no lupin, but a nearby path does. This
year, we had a good showing of lupin in the Broadway Bed,
along with California poppies, Paludosum daisies, and so
many glorious iris that they almost overshadowed the roses.
Iris and roses complement one another well, so we don't
mind our flowers engaging in a little friendly oneupsmanship.
Years of effort at weed abatement helped, too. The City
and Sheriff's department, assisted by Chuck, made sure that
our paths were trimmed and mowed so that the garden
looked tidy for Open Garden. Throughout the cemetery,
we are having an invasion of foxtail. It continues to get
worse because the City lets it go to seed before mowing it.
I'm hopeful that we can get ahead of that problem next
year.
We've been very pleased by the fence roses which responded well to our trimming and training. I've threatened
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to remove “Spring Street Peppermint,” because it's a ridiculously rampant, often mildewed, once-blooming wichuranatype rambler, of which we already have more than enough
examples. However, this year it's been relatively healthy
and gorgeous. The 'Peggy Martin Rose' next to it is even
more beautiful, and we only wish that it had been in full
bloom when its namesake visited during Open Garden. Of
the two roses, I'd certainly choose Peggy's rose for its spectacular display, healthiness and hardiness, and ability to repeat bloom.
After Open Garden, a heavy rain caused the blossoms on
some of the teas to get so heavy that the canes flopped.
'Lady Hillingdon' and “Cream Pink” were two of the worst
examples, but several others could not support the weight.
It's a reminder that when pruning we should shorten canes,
rather than leaving them in long “lion's tails,” with dense
growth at the top and long, bare canes beneath.
With the exception of blackspot, which seems inevitable in
damp weathers, pest problems seemed to be less this
spring. Hoplia beetles made an appearance as usual, just in
time for Open Garden, but seemed to do less damage and
to have a shorter season. Deadheading party volunteers
worked at the height of the hoplia invasion, and used soapsuds in a bucket to drown them. At first, the hoplias just
swam around, but we agitated the water to increase the
suds and that was the end. We spotted a few curculio weevils, but didn't see much damage from them. We’ve had
much less rust than last year, and attributed a milder case of
powdery mildew to the cool nights keeping the fungus at
bay. Hot weather will discourage the diseases, although it
will soon be time to start hosing down susceptible roses to
remove spider mites and their eggs.
We are presently deadheading iris, roses and perennials,
clearing out spent annuals, weeding, and keeping roses
from growing over paths and headstones. We try to divide
and trim the iris, too, but that's a job that most rose-lovers
would rather not do. (If anybody wants to assist with that
project, we'd be very grateful.) We look forward to doing
some summer pruning on once-blooming climbers and
shrub roses, continuing to learn what works best. Work
days start earlier once the weather gets hot, so volunteers
are in the garden starting about 9 am on Tuesday and Saturday. Come join us!
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HISTORIC ROSE GARDEN EVENTS
Old Garden Roses
Bill Harp and Anita Clevenger
The class was held on Saturday, May 12 . It was an encore
of a class held last year and attracted some repeat visitors
who wanted to see it again as well as several new visitors. As

teers Jennifer Holden, Liz Hall, Barbara Oliva and Judy
Eitzen attended. We had a display board and laptop with
photos of the roses in
our garden, attracting
many to our table
where we handed out
fall symposium flyers
and answered questions.
Here’s Jennifer standing in front of the
large table with
countless jars containing all types of
old garden roses. A
great display.

Just look
at this!

before, the class was well-received; people really love getting
their hands on the roses.
Deadheading at Dusk
The first of several Deadheading sessions was held on Monday evening May 7. More than twenty volunteers participated, some staying nearly until dark working on the roses.
Additional sessions will be held at 6:30 p.m. the first Monday of June, July and August and a final one on September
10.
Bring pruners, nippers and gloves and plan to join in the
fun. Park across the street as the Cemetery gates are closed
at 7 p.m. (We exit via a people gate). Refreshments will be
served.

Gregg Lowery conducting a class
on propagating roses.

Celebration of Old Roses
This annual event is held in El Cerrito the Sunday after
Mother’s Day each year and this year’s event had a wonderful display of old garden roses. Historic Rose Garden volun5
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OPEN GARDEN, CON’T.
(Continued from page 1)

The fence roses were especially beautiful, having grown
up enough to become really showy. It seemed that some
roses put all their blooms out at once and right on time.
Sunday morning was spent leisurely touring the garden
and the cemetery to examine old roses planted by plot
owners. Some of these may be original to the time of
burial.
It was an exhausting weekend, but well worth the effort
as the event is our primary fund-raiser to support the
rose garden. All the roses were sold, many t-shirts and
other rosy items sold and the silent auction and donations brought in additional funds.
We have big plans for the rose garden and will continue
to repair plot surrounds and headstones and add structures for the roses.
Thanks to all our volunteers (and visitors) who made this
event a success.

Rose S

“Peggy Martin Rose”

a
ales Are

Touring
the
Cemete
ry
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FALL SYMPOSIUM, CON’T.
(Continued from page 1)

The Saturday program includes:
• Once a Garden Cemetery – the Sacramento Historic City Cemetery
– Judy Eitzen
• A Garden Cemetery Again – Beginning Days of the Historic Rose
Garden- Panel including Jean Travis, Barbara Oliva and Fred
Boutin
• A History of the Rose in California – Darrell Schramm
• Santa Barbara's Father Schoener – Priest, Nurseryman and Hybridizer -Linda Buzzell
• Hybrid Chinas and the Industrial Revolution of Roses -Gregg Lowery
• Found roses of the cemetery – including “New Orleans Cemetery
Rose”, “China From Adina”, “Pulich Children”, and “Old Town
Novato”
•
Lost Treasures Still To Be Found - Fred Boutin
• What's Ahead for the Historic Rose Garden? – Anita Clevenger
TICKETS
Friday night kicks off with a reception at the cemetery (wine & cheese)
and includes a preview of our October Lantern Tours. Fee: $25.00
Early bird registration (before August 10): $95.00
Fee includes lunch and break goodies.
$125.00 after August 10
Dinner will be at the Auto Museum Saturday evening with special
speaker Stephen Scaniello. Fee: $30.00
Sunday morning we'll meet at the cemetery to look over the autumn
bloom, share coffee and stories (free).
Tickets are available through Brown Paper Tickets at:
http://www.brownpapertickets.com/
In the search events box, enter "Historic Rose Garden"
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SPECIES ROSES, cont

(Continued from page 3)

challenge. We might decide to grow R. laevigata, R.
gigantea and R. chinensis spontanea along the Broadway
fence. These are all intimidating, big climbers. It
would also be nice to grow R. fedtschenkoana, which
figures in the ancestry of 'Autumn Damask,' perhaps
contributing to its ability to bloom again later in the
season. R. wichurana, with its glossy leaves and white
flowers, was called “The Memorial Rose” and was
often grown in Victorian cemeteries because of its
ability to blanket a grave. We will need to use a
small, stand-alone plot for it.
Species roses can be beautiful, wildly varied, and intriguing. To learn more about them, Graham Stuart
Thomas' writings are a great reference3. England's
Peter Beales has the National Plant Col-

lection of Species Roses, and his Classic Roses4 is another good reference. Quarryhill Botanic Garden has
a great collection of Asian species rose (and many
other plants). Or, just walk our garden, and take a
look at the plants that we are growing.
----------------------------1 cultivar: cultivated variety
2 1993, 2002, University Of Chicago Press
3 specifically, Thomas, Graham Stuart, The Graham
Stuart Thomas Rose Book: Enlarged and Thoroughly Revised, 2004, Frances Lincoln publisher
4 Beales, Peter, Classic Roses, an illustrated encyclopaedia
and grower’s manual of old roses, shrub roses and climbers,
1985, 2002, Random House, UK.

Four Rose Garden
species
(clockwise from
upper left)
R. souliana,
R. Arkansas
“Peppermint”,
R. canina hips in
summer and a fastmoving bee harvesting pollen in
R. cinnamomea
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CALIFORNIA’S SPECIES ROSES—NATIVE OR VISITOR?
by Judy Eitzen
Nine species of roses are recognized as being native to California and the west. Other roses have become naturalized
in California and several of both types can be (or have
been) found in Sacramento County. The University of
California recently published the second edition of The
Jepson Manual1. This comprehensive volume includes
recorded sightings of plants in California, giving growing
range and specific locations where sighted.2
Of the roses mentioned in Anita’s article, (see page 3) R.
minutifolia has been found in San Diego County and two
other locations in the southern part of the state. R. rubiginosa (eglanteria) has been sighted in eighteen California counties, though not in Sacramento County.
Native and naturalized species roses listed in Jepson can be
seen around the state. Specifically:
• Rosa bridgesii - found throughout the foothills
• Rosa californica – primarily west of the Sierras and
desert areas of CA
• Rosa canina L. - northern coast mountains and eastern Sacramento Valley foothills
• Rosa copelandii - Siskiyou County on slopes of Mt.
Eddy (only place in CA) in 1903
• Rosa crenulata - Fresno County in Pine Ridge (only
place in CA) in 1900
• Rosa glaucodermis - only in Shasta Springs, Shasta Co
(and that was 1894)
• Rosa granulate - 1861 in San Luis Obispo County
• Rosa gymnocarpa - Sacramento County in 1877 more
recently elsewhere
• R. minutifolia - San Diego County
• Rosa pinetorum - central CA coast and Sierra foothills
• Rosa pisocarpa - northern foothills and Coast range
• Rosa rubiginosa L. - Bay Area, northern counties,
coast range and northern foothills
• Rosa spithamea - northern and mid CA coastal regions, specimens found throughout northern CA
• Rosa woodsii - throughout the foothills and mountain regions of CA (including Southern California)
As we tramp around the state looking for old garden roses,
we should keep our eyes out for the species, too. R. califor-
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nica has been found in all but two California counties and has
been sighted in Sacramento County over many years. It was
sighted by Willis L. Jepson himself in September of 1891 on
Grand Island in the Delta and in 1923 and 1924 – again in the
Delta. The most recently recorded sighting (in Jepson) in
Sacramento County was in 1999, two miles south of Freeport
on Stone Lakes property along an abandoned railroad.
Professor Barbara Ertter has published an on-line monograph
of native Rosa in California, prepared as part of the new Jepson manual.3 The site will be updated as needed to reflect
significant new information regarding the taxonomy of these
native roses. The site includes a key to species of native and
naturalized roses and describes the three types of the nine
native species of roses in California:
Thicket-forming roses (subgenus Rosa, Sect. cinnamomeae).
Wood and ground roses (subgenus Rosa, Sect. gymnocarpae)
Subgenus hesperhodos (Rosa minutifolia)
With regard to the first type, cinnamomeae, she includes the
following statement, “…the distinctions between rose species
are best understood as broad generalizations, with ample
room for overlap, intergradation, and exceptions. They furthermore completely break down in north-central California,
where representatives of the thicket-forming complex stubbornly resist efforts to shoe-horn them into neat and tidy pigeonholes…”
So THIS is why we get confused…
--------------------------Jepson Manual: Vascular Plants of California, Second Edition, Thoroughly Revised and Expanded by Bruce G.
Baldwin, Douglas H. Goldman, David J Keil and Robert W.
Patterson (January 2012, Berkeley, UC Press)
1The

A searchable version is available online at the Jepson
Online Interchange,
http://ucjeps.berkeley.edu/jeps-list.html
2

Native California Roses, http://ucjeps.berkeley.edu/ina/
roses/roses.html
3
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CEMETERY ROSE
Garden Tip
Deadheading—what is it?
Primarily, deadheading is simply removing spent blooms. It can also include some minimal
tidying of actively growing roses. It is done on once-blooming roses as part of the pruning
process and done on repeat-blooming roses for several reasons:
•
•
•

•
•

Removing spent blooms encourages new growth and, generally, more blooms.
Roses need air circulation and the plant may have grown congested in the center.
Some roses are naturally “self-cleaning”—that is, they produce new growth (and new flowers) behind the flower stems of spent blooms. Deadheading these plants improves the
appearance of the plant.
Deadheading can be done with pruners or by using the thumbnail to remove the bloom at
a spot on the flower stem just below the bloom. Many roses will ‘snap’ at this point.
Look for disease and pests when deadheading; act now to remove diseased flowers,
leaves or canes or to mitigate pests.

Judy Eitzen, ed.
8698 Elk Grove Blvd.
Suite 3, #271
Elk Grove, CA 95624
Verlaine@citlink.net
www.cemeteryrose.org
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